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ABSTRACT
Introduction Patients who had a mild ischaemic 
stroke who present with subtle or resolving symptoms 
sometimes go undiagnosed, are excluded from treatment 
and in some cases clinically worsen. Circulating 
immune cells are potential biomarkers that can assist 
with diagnosis in ischaemic stroke. Understanding the 
transcriptomic changes of each cell population caused 
by ischaemic stroke is critical because they work 
closely in a complicated relationship. In this study, we 
investigated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) 
transcriptomics of patients who had a stroke using a 
single- cell RNA sequencing to understand peripheral 
immune response after mild stroke based on the gene 
expression in an unbiased way.
Methods Transcriptomes of PBMCsfrom 10 patients who 
had an acute ischaemic stroke within 24 hours after stroke 
onset were compared with 9 race- matched/age- matched/
gender- matched controls. Individual PBMCs were prepared 
with ddSeqTM (Illumina- BioRad) and sequenced on the 
Illumina NovaSeq 6000 platform.
Results Notable population changes were observed 
in patients who had a stroke, especially in NK cells and 
CD14+ monocytes. The number of NK cells was increased, 
which was further confirmed by flow cytometry. Functional 
analysis implied that the activity of NK cells also is 
enhanced in patients who had a stroke. CD14+ monocytes 
were clustered into two groups; dendritic cell- related 
CD14+ monocytes and NK cell- related CD14+ monocytes. 
We found CD14+ monocyte subclusters were dramatically 
reduced in patients who had a stroke.
Discussion This is the first study demonstrating 
the increased number of NK cells and new monocyte 
subclusters of mild ischaemic stroke based on the 
transcriptomic analysis. Our findings provide the dynamics 
of circulating immune response that could assist diagnosis 
and potential therapeutic development of mild ischaemic 
stroke.

INTRODUCTION
Stroke is the fifth leading cause of death in 
the USA and remains a serious disability for 
adults.1 2 Early and accurate detection of an 
ischaemic insult is paramount to initiating 
an appropriate acute intervention and strat-
egies for preventing recurrence. At present, 
the diagnosis of stroke mostly remains based 
on clinical evaluation and neuroimaging 
assessment.3 Diagnosis is confounded by 

variability in the imaging modality used and 
in the uncertainty in the causal relationship 
between specific findings and clinical pres-
entation. Due to these risks, there is a need 
for biomarkers linked directly to the biology 
of cerebral ischaemia that can assist with diag-
nosis in this vulnerable population.

Peripheral immune cells are potential 
surrogate biomarkers in ischaemic stroke.4 5 
Compared with images in a narrow time frame 
after stroke, it allows us to evaluate disease 
progression and predict outcomes in a more 
timely manner.6 Among circulating immune 
cells, monocytes have been tested as potential 
biomarkers. It was found that each mono-
cyte subtype correlates with stroke severity or 
associated infections,7 and monocyte- to- high- 
density lipoprotein ratio and lymphocyte- 
to- monocyte ratio are related to patient 
outcome and stroke severity in patients who 
had an ischaemic stroke.8 T- cell immunoglob-
ulin and mucin domain containing 4 (TIM- 4) 
expression level in non- classical monocytes 
was significantly increased in patients who 
had a stroke compared with controls and 
correlated with National Institutes of Health 
Stroke Scale (NIHSS) scores.9 Circulating 
natural killer (NK) cells are another candidate 
of biomarkers in ischaemic stroke. A higher 
number of circulating NK cells and a low 
level of interferon gamma (IFN-γ) or perforin 
expression of NK cells were suggested to be 
used to predict a higher chance of poststroke 
infection.10 11

However, peripheral immune response after 
stroke is complex because various immune 
cells behave in different directions and inter-
play with each other.12 Sometimes, their 
behaviour pattern does not match surface 
markers that we use to differentiate cells.13 
Therefore, in order to develop peripheral 
immune cell biomarkers in ischaemic stroke, 
we first need to have a comprehensive under-
standing of the dynamics of each immune 
cell caused by stroke incidence. In this study, 
we implemented single- cell RNA sequencing 
(scRNA- seq) to obtain an unbiased and broad 
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understanding of systemic immune response after stroke 
in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). We 
investigated the characteristics of each cell population of 
PBMCs from patients who had a stroke compared with 
controls and found significant changes in NK cells and 
monocytes of patients who had a stroke.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Patients presenting to the emergency department at 
Suburban Hospital in Bethesda Maryland who are within 
24 hours of last known well and with clinical and imaging 
findings were included in this study. Once written 
informed consent was obtained, peripheral blood was 
drawn. All patients were seen by the National Institutes 
of Health acute stroke team and evaluated as part of their 
standard care. The severity of neurological symptoms was 
scored on NIHSS.

Flow cytometry
PBMCs were measured with an eight- colour immunophe-
notyping kit and a flow cytometer, MACSQuant Analyzer 
10 (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). A 
cocktail of fluorochrome- conjugated recombinant engi-
neered REAfinity antibodies was used for cell staining: 
CD3 conjugated to PE, CD4 conjugated to VioBright 667, 
CD8 conjugated to APC- Vio 770, CD14 conjugated to 
VioBlue, CD16 conjugated to VioBright 515, CD19 conju-
gated to PE- Vio 770, CD45 conjugated to VioGreen and 
CD56 conjugated to VioBright 515. Gating and analysis of 
flow cytometry data were performed with FlowJo (Tree-
star, San Carlos, California, USA).

Single-cell RNA sequencing
Within 2 hours after blood draw, PBMCs were isolated 
using SepMate, Lymphoprep and EasySep Buffer (STEM-
CELL Technologies, Vancouver, Canada). Detailed proce-
dures were followed using the manufacturer’s direction. 
Isolated PBMCs were stored at −80°C until used. Frozen 
PBMCs were thawed at 37°C then centrifuged at 300×g for 
3 min at 4°C. PBMCs were adjusted to be 3000 cells/µL 
with EasySep Buffer. Illumina Bio- Rad SureCell WTA 3′ 
Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, California, USA), 
along with ddSeq system (BioRad, Hercules, California, 
USA) were used for the library preparation process. All 
libraries were sequenced on NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina, San 
Diego, California, USA).

Single-cell RNA-seq analysis
Unique molecular identifiers were obtained from 
FASTQ files using SureCell RNA Single- Cell App V.1.2 in 
BaseSpace. Alignment was performed on University of 
California Santa Cruz (UCSC)’s hg38 reference genome 
using STAR V.2.5.2b.14 Clustering and differential gene 
expression analysis per cell type were performed using 
Seurat V.3.0.0.15 16 A Seurat object was constructed per 
subject from the filtered count table obtained from 
BaseSpace. Seurat objects were merged, normalized with 

natural log and scaled by a default scaling factor of 10000 
each for stroke subjects and for control subjects. Two 
thousand genes whose expressions vary from cell to cell 
were identified. Integration anchors were identified using 
the first 30 principal axes in Canonical Correlation Anal-
ysis. Rescaling was performed to make the mean value 
of 0 and standard deviation of 1. Principal component 
analysis (PCA), t- distributed stochastic neighbor embed-
ding (t- SNE) and uniform manifold approximation and 
projection (UMAP) clustering were performed. Neigh-
bouring cells were found using the first 30 principal axes 
from PCA, and followed by clustering assignment.

Statistics
The relative cell composition between patients who had 
a stroke and controls was compared with the Mann- 
Whitney U test with a statistical threshold as p=0.05 using 
SPSS V.27. Ingenuity pathway analysis (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany) and Enrichr were used to analyse network 
interactions among differentially expressed genes 
(DEGs) and perform the functional enrichment analysis 
of these DEGs.1718 The most significant core network and 
the canonical pathways were identified within the gene 
sets. All plots were generated using GraphPad Prism V.7 
(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California, USA).

RESULTS
Distinctive transcriptomic profiles in PMBC between patients 
who had a stroke and controls
PBMCs were isolated from the whole blood obtained 
from patients who had a stroke and controls (figure 1A). 
Ten patients who had an ischaemic stroke (four women, 
68.8±13.1 years old, and all Caucasian) were included. 
The median NIHSS score was 1.5 at admission (IQR 0–4). 
All other demographic characteristics of patients who 
had a stroke are described in table 1. The control group 
consists of the age- matched and sex- matched healthy 
subjects (n=9), four women; the mean age is 59.1±16.8 
years old and all are Caucasian.

After quality control, we analysed 93 713 genes from 12 
156 cells of patients who had a stroke (n=10), and 89 325 
genes from 14 146 cells of controls (n=9). Individual cell 
numbers analysed are shown in figure 2A. Most of the clus-
ters contained cells from all participants, and replicates 
from the same patient demonstrated a tight correlation 
between two runs (r=0.98, online supplemental figure 
1A,B). Using graph- based clustering of UMAP, we identi-
fied 11 cell clusters (figure 1B) in each subject based on 
the expression of canonical marker genes (figure 1C–E). 
Identified cell clusters and marker genes are CD14+ 
monocytes clusters (S100A9, LYZ and CD14), B cells 
(MS4A1 and CD79A), CD4+ T cells (CD3D and IL7R), 
CD8+ T cells (CD8A), CD16+ monocytes (FCGR3A and 
MS4A7), NK cells (GNLY and NKG7), megakaryocytes 
and megakaryocytes subtype cluster (PPBP and PF4), 
classical dendritic cells (CD1c and CLEC10A) and plas-
macytoid dendritic cells (LILRA4, ITM2C, JCHAIN and 
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PTPRS). The CD14+ monocytes were distributed across 
two clusters, which we named CD14+ monocytes (a 
bigger cluster) and CD14+ monocytes subtype (a smaller 
cluster). Comparing the two clusters, CD14+ monocytes 
cluster expressed a strong unique signature of marker 
genes of CD14+ monocytes described previously, whereas 
in the CD14+ monocytes subtype cluster, the expression 
pattern of CD14+ monocyte marker genes was not as 
strong as in CD14+ monocytes cluster.

To investigate the changes of the cell cluster composi-
tion of patients who had a stroke, we analysed the rela-
tive percentage of cell clusters by individual subjects and 

groups (figure 2A,B). CD14+ monocyte cluster was the 
biggest cluster in both groups (25.0% in controls and 
24.0% in patients who had a stroke), and CD14+ mono-
cyte subtype cluster was significantly reduced in patients 
who had a stroke as compared with controls (3.8% in 
patients who had a stroke and 9.4% in controls). The 
proportion of NK cell cluster also changed, showing a 
significant increase in patients who had a stroke (11.6%) 
compared with controls (6.2%, p=0.022). The relative 
percentage of other clusters are as follows: CD4+ T- cells 
cluster is 11.8% in controls and 14.3% in patients who 
had a stroke; CD8+ T- cells cluster is 12.7% in controls and 

Figure 1 Study design and transcriptome profiling of PBMCs from controls and patients who had a stroke. (A) Schematic 
picture showing the overall study design; PBMCs were pulled from controls (n=9) and patients who had an acute ischaemic 
stroke (n=10), and single- cell RNA sequencing was performed. (B) Cell clusters were identified with UMAP projection of 101 481 
cells from controls and patients who had a stroke. (C,E) Selected canonical cell markers were used to identify cell clusters. cDC, 
classical dendritic cell; MK, megakaryocyte; NK, natural killer; PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cell; pDC, plasmacytoid 
dendritic cell; UMAP, uniform manifold approximation and projection.
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12.7% in patients who had a stroke; CD16+ monocytes 
cluster is 10.3% in controls and 8.1% in patients who had 
a stroke; B- cells cluster is 13.6% in controls and 14.2% 
in patients who had a stroke; megakaryocytes cluster is 
6.4% in controls and 4.8% in patients who had a stroke; 
megakaryocytes subtype cluster is 0.1% in controls and 
3.0% in patients who had a stroke; classical dendritic cells 

cluster is 3.6% in controls and 2.8% in patients who had 
a stroke; and plasmacytoid dendritic cells cluster is 1.0% 
in controls and 0.8% in patients who had a stroke (online 
supplemental table 1).

We also tested the cell composition using flow cytometry 
(figure 2C). Results obtained by measuring the conven-
tional surface markers showed a similar pattern in the 
cell composition changes of patients who had a stroke; 
however, it was not the same. First, the NK cell population 
was significantly increased in patients who had a stroke 
(8.3% in controls and 15.0% in patients who had a stroke, 
p=0.025). Figure 2D is the representative figure showing 
the increased NK cell population in a patient who had a 
stroke. The monocyte population, especially the classical 
monocyte population (CD14++/CD16−), was reduced in 
patients who had a stroke (22.7% in controls and 17.2% 
in patients who had a stroke). The relative composition of 
CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells were decreased in patients 
who had a stroke (33.1% in controls and 25.2% in patients 
who had a stroke of CD4+ T cells, and 8.8% in controls 
and 2.2% in patients who had a stroke of CD8+ T cells), 
which was not consistent with scRNA- seq results. Detailed 
results are shown in online supplemental table 2.

Increased numbers and enhanced activity of NK cells in 
ischaemic stroke
We further analysed the NK cell cluster by comparison of 
transcriptome expression patterns of patients who had a 
stroke with controls. First, we obtained the top 20 DEGs 
of NK cells (table 2 and figure 2E). Among the top 20 
DEGs in the NK cell cluster, only two genes (CX3CR1 and 
GIMAP7) were upregulated in patients who had a stroke, 
while 18 DEGs were downregulated, such as CXCR4, 
DUSP2 and IL7R. The top five canonical pathways of 
all DEGs (n=71) of NK cells include NK cell signalling, 
PKR in interferon induction and p38 MAPK signalling, 
indicating an enhanced NK cell activity in stroke. The 
glucocorticoid receptor signalling is the strongest canon-
ical pathway, although no direct patterns were found 
among DEGs (figure 2F). The leading network among 
DEGs of the NK cell cluster consisted of upregulated FAS 
ligand (FASL) and downregulated NFκB inhibitor alpha 
(NFκBIA), supporting our evidence that NK cell activity 
is enhanced (online supplemental figure 2). Pathway 
analysis with upregulated DEGs in the NK cell cluster of 
patients who had a stroke also demonstrated activated NK 
cell signalling. CX3CR1, DENND2D, PLEKHF1, CD300A, 
SH2D1A, GNAI3, FASLG, AOAH, GIMAP6, GIMAP7, 
MYOM2 SYNE2, IL18RAP, ABI3, NCAM1, ADAM8 and 
PTGDR were involved in the pathway (figure 2G, orange 
bars).

Characterisation of CD14+ monocytes subclusters
We found two distinctive CD14+ monocyte clusters, and 
the proportion of the CD14+ monocyte subtype cluster 
was significantly reduced in patients who had a stroke. To 
characterise detailed changes of CD14+ monocyte tran-
scriptomes in patients who had a stroke, we reanalysed 

Table 1 Characteristics of patients who had a stroke

Subject characteristics All patients (n=10)

Demographic characteristics

  Age (years), mean±SD 68.8±13.1

  Sex, female, n (%) 4 (40)

  Race Caucasian (100%)

  Hispanic 0

Risk factors, n (%)

  Hypertension 7 (70)

  Diabetes 0

  Hyperlipidaemia 2 (20)

  Previous ischaemic stroke/transient 
ischaemic attack

0

  Smoking (current and former within 5 years) 1 (10)

  Alcohol (two or fewer drinks/day) 6 (60)

Medication, n (%)

  Antiplatelet 3 (30)

  Anticoagulant 0

  Lipid- lowering 4 (30)

  Blood pressure medication 5 (50)

NIHSS, median (IQR 25–75) 1.5 (0–4)

Time intervals (min), median (IQR 25–75)

  Last known well to triage 111.5 (40.0–698.0)

  Last known well to blood draw 297.5 (278.8–869.3)

Stroke location, n (%)

  Left cerebrum 3 (30)

  Left cerebrum and cortical cerebrum 2 (20)

  Left cerebrum and deep cerebrum 2 (20)

  Right cerebrum 1 (10)

  None 2 (20)

Vascular territory, n (%)

  Left ACA 2 (20)

  Left MCA 6 (60)

  Right ACA and right PCA 1 (10)

Acute treatment with intravenous tPA, n (%)

  Intravenous tPA 4 (40)

  None 6 (60)

Days of hospital stay, median (IQR 25–75) 2.5 (1.0–4.3)

Last known well indicates the time before hospital arrival at which the 
patient was last known to be without the signs and symptoms of the 
current stroke.
ACA, anterior cerebral artery; MCA, middle cerebral artery; NIHSS, 
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; PCA, posterior cerebral 
artery; tPA, tissue plasminogen activator.
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8701 cells of two CD14+ monocyte clusters; first, we 
named the larger cluster CD14+ monocyte A and the 
smaller cluster CD14+ monocyte B. The total number of 
cells for cluster A and cluster B from scRNA- seq were 6631 
and 2070 cells, respectively; specifically, the 6631 cells of 
cluster A were composed of 2952 cells of patients who 

had a stroke and 3679 cells of controls, and the 2070 cells 
of the cluster B were composed of 536 cells of patients 
who had a stroke and 1534 cells from controls. Four-
teen clusters were identified in the UMAP (figure 3A). 
The cluster A was classified into nine subclusters (0, 2–4 
and 6–10). Among nine subclusters obtained, the largest 

Figure 2 Differences in NK cell population between controls and patients who had a stroke. (A) Top dot plot shows the 
total PBMC counts of each subject used in scRNA- seq. The bar plot shows the percentage of cell clusters in each subject. 
The average percentage of each cell cluster analysed using scRNA- seq (B) and flow cytometry (C) is shown in green for 
controls and orange for patients who had a stroke. From both scRNA- seq and flow cytometry, it is demonstrated that NK cell 
cluster is increased in patients who had a stroke. (D) Representative flow cytometry plot shows increased NK cell population 
in patients who had a stroke. (E) DEGs (adjusted p<0.05) in NK cell clusters of patients who had a stroke compared with 
controls are demonstrated using a heatmap. (F) Ingenuity pathway analysis was performed with all DEGs in the NK cell 
cluster, demonstrating enhanced NK cell signalling. (G) Pathway analysis was performed with upregulated DEGs (orange) 
and downregulated DEGs (blue) of the NK cell cluster. Upregulated DEGs are involved in the activation of the NK cell- related 
pathway. cDC, classical dendritic cell; DEG, differentially expressed gene; MK, megakaryocyte; NK, natural killer; PBMC, 
peripheral blood mononuclear cell; pDC, plasmacytoid dendritic cell; scRNA- seq, single- cell RNA sequencing; PKR, Protein 
Kinase R; STAT3, Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription 3; MAPK, Mitogen- Activated Protein Kinase.
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cluster (0) expressing upregulated KLF10, NLRC5 and 
ISG15, was significantly reduced in patients who had a 
stroke. Other clusters including subclusters 2, 3, 7 and 8 
shared the dendritic cell features; subcluster 2 expressed 
PGD, CRIP1, XIST and TMEM176B. Subclusters 3 and 7 
showed the distinctive expression of major histocompati-
bility complex (MHC) molecules (eg, HLA. DPA1, DPB1, 
DQB1, DRA and DRB1) and the increased cell numbers 
in patients who had a stroke (online supplemental figure 
3). Especially, subcluster 7 showed a marked expression of 
FCGR3A, the marker gene of CD16+ monocytes; thus, it is 
likely an intermediate monocyte (CD14++CD16+) cluster. 
Subcluster 8 expressed interferon- related genes, such as 
IFI44, IFI44L, IFI6, IFIT1/2, IFIT3 and IFITM3, and its 
proportion was not changed in patients who had a stroke. 
Subcluster 9 showed a gene expression signature related 
to the neurological disorder including BDNF signalling 
pathway and spinal cord injury (online supplemental 
figure 4). EGR1/2, PTGS2, FOS, FOSB, DUSP1, IER2, 
ZFP36 and BTG2 were highly expressed in this cluster. 
Subclusters 6 and 10 were classified due to the expression 
of erythrocyte progenitor cells (HBB and HBA1/2) and 
megakaryocyte- related genes (PPBP and PF4), respec-
tively. Based on these signatures, we named subclusters 0, 

2–4, 7 and 8 as a dendritic cell- related CD14+ monocyte 
cluster.

CD14+ monocyte cluster B was classified into five 
subclusters (1, 5 and 11–13). Subcluster 1 was significantly 
reduced in patients who had a stroke, whereas the popu-
lation of other clusters, including 11–13, was increased. 
Subclusters 1, 11 and 12 shared a cytokine signature such 
as GZMA/B, PRF1, NKG7, IFITM1, KLRD1, GNLY, CDL5 
and CD247. Particularly subcluster 1 showed a marked 
expression of CD8A. Subcluster 5 expresses plasma cell- 
related genes such as MS4A1 and HLA.DQA1. Subcluster 
13 expressed a CD4+ T- cell signature, including CD3D 
and IL7R. Based on the overall signatures, we named clus-
ters 1, 9 and 11–13 as a NK cell- related CD14+ monocyte 
cluster. The most enriched canonical pathway of both 
CD14+ monocytes was EIF2 signalling, which was signifi-
cantly inhibited in patients who had a stroke.

DISCUSSION
After an acute ischaemic stroke incidence, immune 
system dynamics change very fast and influence clinical 
progress significantly. Gene expressions of peripheral 
immune cells are correlated with the disease status of the 
brain after stroke; thus, it has been suggested as potential 
biomarkers aiding diagnosis of mild ischaemic stroke. In 
this study, we provided the dynamics of both cell popula-
tion and gene expression of PBMCs after mild ischaemic 
stroke for a comprehensive understanding of the periph-
eral immune response.

NK cells play a role as a first- line defence against 
infected or transformed cells and mediate inflamma-
tory responses by releasing cytokine and chemokine.19 
In ischaemic stroke, NK cells are infiltrated extensively 
to the affected brain lesion; however, it is unclear how 
circulating NK cells behave over time after stroke. Studies 
have reported inconsistent results in changes of periph-
eral NK cells population due to the multiple factors such 
as different patient severity and the time of blood draw,20 
however, there is a consensus that the cytokines secreted 
by circulating NK cells change significantly after ischaemic 
stroke.20 In our study, the number of NK cell population 
was increased in patients who had a stroke, which was 
confirmed from both analyses using transcriptomics and 
cell surface markers. It might be caused by the fact that 
our study samples were collected in the acute stage after 
stroke incidence from patients who had a relatively mild 
stroke. Previous studies showed that in patients who had a 
mild to moderate stroke, the percentage of circulating NK 
cells was slightly increased at day 7.21 However, in patients 
who had a moderate to severe stroke, the percentage of 
circulating NK cells was not changed significantly11 or 
decreased22 after stroke. Decreased NK cell population 
is involved in reducing the cytokine level in blood. Cyto-
kine deficiency in blood of patients who had an ischaemic 
stroke is known to contribute to immunodepression 
causing poststroke infection.23 It is a critical complica-
tion resulting in the unfavourable outcomes of ischaemic 

Table 2 Differentially expressed genes in natural killer cell 
cluster

Gene name
Average log2 fold 
change Adjusted P value

GIMAP7 0.444456 0.000791

CX3CR1 0.370523 1.54E- 10

H3F3B −0.25528 0.008194

EIF3H −0.27161 0.000524

RPL7 −0.27724 0.008482

BTG1 −0.29421 1.80E- 08

CD74 −0.32504 5.67E- 05

HLA.DRB1 −0.3366 0.000357

CD69 −0.35405 0.004314

NFKBIA −0.35952 0.006542

TSC22D3 −0.36775 1.30E- 05

CD3D −0.41581 0.000151

TNFAIP3 −0.42138 0.004851

DUSP1 −0.42501 3.43E- 05

LTB −0.53388 7.39E- 10

ZFP36 −0.55201 2.21E- 13

IL7R −0.69229 1.54E- 17

DUSP2 −0.76309 3.16E- 20

CXCR4 −0.79897 3.37E- 29

Log2 fold change, positive values indicate that the gene is more 
highly expressed in the patient who had a stroke compared with 
controls; adjusted p values are calculated based on Bonferroni 
correction.
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Figure 3 Changes of monocytes subclusters in patients who had a stroke. (A) Two CD14+ monocytes clusters were classified 
into 14 subclusters; CD14+ monocyte cluster A is classified into nine subclusters (0, 2–4 and 6–10), and CD14+ monocyte 
cluster B is classified into five subclusters (1, 9 and 11–13). (B) Based on the gene expression characteristics, cluster A is 
named dendritic cell- related CD14+ monocyte cluster (subclusters 0, 2–4, 7 and 8 in a circle in peach) and cluster B is named 
NK cell- related CD14+ monocyte cluster (subclusters 1, 9 and 11–13 in a circle in cyan). Besides, there is one plasma cell- 
related cluster (5), one erythrocyte progenitor cell- related cluster (6) and one megakaryocyte- related cluster (10). (C) The violin 
plot shows specifically expressed genes of each subcluster using classification. (D) The proportion of each subcluster was 
compared between controls and patients who had a stroke. (E) Individual variations of each subcluster in controls and patients 
who had a stroke are shown. Horizontal lines represent the average value for the proportion of each subcluster. *Significant 
differences (p<0.05) between controls and patients who had a stroke. NK, natural killer; UMAP, uniform manifold approximation 
and projection.
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stroke, and previous reports have shown that NK cells 
are involved in this process.20 23 The recent preclinical 
study demonstrated that the risk of poststroke infection 
is increased when stroke severity is high.24 Increased 
circulating NK cell population in the early stage of mild 
ischaemic stroke might prevent occurrence of poststroke 
infection by producing more cytokines. Indeed, in our 
study, the pattern of glucocorticoid receptor signalling, 
one of the main mechanisms of immunosuppression,25 
is not clearly defined in the pathway analysis of NK cells. 
A longitudinal study needs to be followed to understand 
the precise role of NK cells in mild ischaemic stroke and 
immunodepression.

In this study, the overall gene expression in NK cells 
in patients who had a stroke was changed significantly, 
showing a strong trend of increased cell activity. IFN- p38 
MAPK–Nuclear factor kappa B (NFκB) pathway was the 
primary signalling cascade of activated NK cells. Gener-
ally, NFκB activation induces a proinflammatory and 
proapoptotic response.26 In ischaemic stroke, NFκB 
signalling is involved in an acute response playing a role 
in blood–brain barrier disruption, inflammation and 
neuronal cell death.27 NFκB activity is also associated with 
stroke severity because the stroke size was reduced with 
inhibition of NFκB in the animal model28 and in patients 
who had a stroke.29 Given its role in ischaemic stroke, 
the NFκB pathway has been suggested as a therapeutic 
target of ischaemic stroke.30 Our results suggest that the 
NFκB pathway of NK cells would be a more specific target 
for mild ischaemic stroke treatment. Furthermore, we 
found that most DEGs in NK cells were downregulated 
in patients who had a stroke, although the overall activity 
is enhanced. It suggests that a post- transcriptional or 
post- translational modification might be involved in the 
underlying mechanism.31 miRNAs such as miR- 451a or 
miR- 122–5p were suggested to modulate NK cell activity 
after ischaemic stroke.32 Long- non- coding RNAs are other 
candidates to modulate NFκB activity in the ischaemic 
condition.33 Detailed signalling mechanism needs to be 
investigated further to develop the therapeutic target in 
NK cells of ischaemic stroke.

Historically, monocytes were classified into three 
subtypes: classical (CD14++/CD16−), intermediate 
(CD14++/CD16+) and non- classical monocytes (CD14+/
CD16++); however, transcriptomic studies have shown 
that monocyte subsets represent stages in a develop-
mental sequence as classical monocytes differentiate 
into intermediate and non- classical monocytes.34 35 In 
the pathological condition, transcriptomic changes are 
more complex due to an active interaction with other 
immune cells.6 Thus, recently studies have tried to classify 
monocytes according to their transcriptomic characteris-
tics using an scRNA- seq technology (e.g., MONO1- 4).36 
In this study, we found three different monocyte clus-
ters based on the transcriptomic analysis: dendritic cell- 
related CD14+ monocyte cluster, NK cell- related CD14+ 
monocyte and CD16+ monocyte cluster. The overall tran-
scriptomic changes of monocytes in patients who had a 

stroke towards inactivity given the strongly inhibited EIF2 
signalling. However, one of the subclusters has a profile 
of DEGs that was relevant to the neurological disorder, 
because each cluster has different characteristics with a 
different timeline of activation. We suggest that DEGs of 
this cluster have potentials to be developed as prognostic 
or diagnostic biomarkers of ischaemic stroke or its thera-
peutics. In addition, we found CD14+ monocyte subclus-
ters that were significantly reduced in patients who had 
a stroke. Because these clusters express cytokine- related 
genes including KLF10, NLRC5, ISG15 and CD8A, it 
might be explained that this phenomenon is caused by 
the direct or indirect interaction of monocytes and NK 
cells37 38 during an immune system disruption such as 
ischaemic stroke. These are the biggest subclusters in 
the CD14+ monocyte population; thus, further in- depth 
studies need to be performed to elucidate their roles in 
mild ischaemic stroke.

Our study has several limitations. First, subjects were 
recruited from one centre and all were Caucasian, which 
allows us to avoid an influence caused by race in the 
small- sized pilot study. In addition, we observed only 
one time point, although it is known that circulating 
immune cells dynamically change over time. However, 
we could observe the immediate immune response after 
the stroke event. Finally, although all patients of this study 
were diagnosed with a minor stroke, they are in various 
stages of ischaemic stroke and treatment. Findings might 
need to be interpreted carefully. Future studies enrolling 
a diverse subject population with longitudinal sample 
collections including homogenous clinical outcomes may 
help develop biomarkers to evaluate or predict patients' 
conditions.

Circulating immune cell dynamics are as critical as 
the ischaemic response in the brain after stroke because 
it can be developed as diagnostic biomarkers and ther-
apeutic drugs. Our study provided a comprehensive 
view of peripheral immune response in mild ischaemic 
stroke. We suggest that NFκB signalling in the NK cell 
population would be target therapeutic biomarkers of 
mild ischaemic stroke. Further, we suggest three different 
monocyte subgroups based on the transcriptome charac-
teristics. Our transcriptome atlas of peripheral immune 
cells in patients who had a stroke will provide insights for 
future studies to discover blood biomarkers of ischaemic 
stroke, which assist diagnosis and guide treatment.
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